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Spin Physics at the Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS) of

Brookhaven National Laboratory is the most recent of new capabilities being

explored at this facility. During the summer of 1984 the AGS alerated

beams of polarized protons to 16.5 GeV/c at UOZ polarizatior _o two experi-

ments (E782, E785). These experiments; single spin asymmetry in inclusive

pp. interactions: and spin-spin effects in PxP* elastic scattering, operated

at the highest polarized proton energy ever achieved by any accelerator In

the world. Before reviewing these experiments, the complementary spin

physics program with unpolarized protons, and the future possibilities with

a booster injector for the AGS and the secondary benefits of a Relativisitic

Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC), one must place this all within the context of the

present physics program.

The AGS normally operates at intensities of 1.0 — 1.5 x 10 protons

per pulse in one of three modes, fast extraction (2.3 lJsec pulse to north

area every 1.3 sec), single bunch extraction (2.3 Usec pulse to north area

and 25 nsec pulse to east area every 1.3 sec), and slow extraction (1.5 sec

spill to east area every 3.0 sec, see Figure 1). At any given time there

are the order of 15 experiments on the experimental floor who receive beam

time and there are an additional 15 experimental groups who are preparing

for upcoming approved experiments. The AGS supports a community of 35.0

experimental high energy and heavy ion physicists from about 60 institu-

tions. The unique physics capabilities of the AGS, even after 25 years of

operation, is still at the forefront of the most exciting aspects of parti-

cle physics. The study of rare kaon decays, via flavor changing neutral

currents, tests physics beyond the standard model and into mass regions that

are beyond that accessible to even the SSC. The neutrino physics experi-
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merits explore the standard model via neutrino electron scattering and neu-

trino oscillations. Experiments to test QCD and QED as well as CP viola-

tions are part of this exciting program. The energy domain is also ideal

for both SD(3) and hypernuclear spectroscopy experiments. In FY1986 with

the initial commissioning of heavy ion physics at 10-15 GeV/amu, the AGS

will embark into yet another new domain with unique physics capabilities.

Spin physics has been an important aspect of the program even prior to

the acceleration of polarized protons. With the discovery of polarization

in inclusive A° production at Fennilab (Bunce, et al.) two AGS experiments,

E717 and E744 (BNL, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota), measured the A° and

E° polarization from hydrogen, deuterium and beryllium. They concluded t^at

the effect was not nuclear in origin and that the mechanism for this

phenomena measured at 30 GeV was similar to that at ISR energies of 1500

GeV. Experiment 723 (William & Mary, Boston, CMU, CIT, Wyoming) measured

the magnetic moment of the 2~ hyperon by the exotic atom technique. This

experiment is one of the key measurements to verify our understanding, via a

simple quark model, of the magnetic moments of the hyperon family. Experi-

ments 748, 794 (Michigan, BNL, AUA, Copenhagen, Miami, Notre Dame, Rice,

Texas A&M, ETH Zurich) measured the polarization in pp. elastic scattering.

They have discovered an anomalously large and unpredicted polarization in

pp. elastic scattering. Experiment 755 (BNL, Minnesota, Southeastern Massa-

chusetts) has measured pion proton exclusive reactions at 90° in the center-

of-mass. Their data is designed to test various aspects of QCD. Some re-

ported results indicated that in rho-minus production the rho is produced

with a helicity of -1. This plus the apparently small cross section for

lambda + kaon final state leads to difficulty with assigning the relative

amplitudes of leading quark and gluon diagrams in the QCD formalism.

Since the polarized proton program has just started and the initial

data taking time was short, the reportable results are limited. Experiment

782 (Michigan, BNL, Copenhagen, Maryland, Notre Dame, Rice, Texas A&M, ETH

Zurich) began their spin-spin correlation measurements in P+P. elastic scat-

tering. Their initial results confirmed the expected that at 16.5 GeV/c and

p2. = 2.2 the value of A was equal to that at 12 GeV/c. Experiment 785
-1- NN

(BNL, Minnesota, Southeastern Massachusetts) measured the single spin asym-

metry in inclusive p+p reactions at high transverse momenta. Their pre-

liminary results show no striking asymmetries.
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The present polarized proton intensities are of the order of 2 x 10 1 0

protons per pulse. Efforts have begun to raise this intensity to the 1 0 1 3

level so as to maximize the overall AGS productivity. The first effort that

is well underway is to produce a polarized H~ source that w i M supply 1

milliampere of beam. The present source provides 25 microamperes, which is

the best H~ source of its type anywhere. This will be accomplished by mak-

ing a very cold atomic hydrogen beam (5°K), and replacing the present cesium

charge exchange cross section with a deuterium ring magnetron section.

Deuterium at these energies has a factor of 25 larger charge exchange cross

section. The proof of principle device will be tested by the autumn of 1985

(Figure 2 ) .

The second part of the upgrade is the proposal to build a 1.0 GeV

Bocster Synchrotron to inject into the AGS (Figure 3 ) . The primary reasons

for this proposal is to increase the unpolarized proton intensity by a

factor of 4, by increasing the AGS space-charge limit, and to extend the

mass range of heavy ion species from sulfur to uranium. As an added benefit

the Booster has been designed to accumulate up to 25 linac pulses of

polarized protons. The Booster is a conventional type separated function

synchrotron that for proton operations will cycle at 10 Hertz, and for

polarized protons and heavy ions will operate at 1 Hertz. The Booster has

been proposed to the Department of Energy for start of construction in FY

1986 with proton operation 2-1/2 years later.

With the possibilities of three orders of magnitude Increase in

polarized proton intensities, a new regime of spin physics experiments is

now available. In the area of exclusive reactions such as P +P + elastic

scattering one will be able to reach much higher p?. The present cross

section data ranges over eight orders of magnitude. With improved per-

formance from polarized targets and jets one might be able to increase the

differential cross section range by another three orders of magnitude. The

physics of proton-neutron scattering is very limited. Increased polarized

proton intensities would significantly enhance our understanding. The area

of inclusive measurements, where large asymmetries have been observed that

vary strongly with x and p., will require the higher intensities planned for

the AGS. With the use of a polarized gas jet the measurement of spin-spin

Inclusive reactions with increased beam intensities are now made possible.



This area of spin physics may prove to be even more fruitful and exciting

than the initial ZGS exclusive reaction experiments. Experiments that study

the dynamics of strong interactions, such as E755, where cross sections have
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an s - s~ dependence can only be pushed further with high intensity.

The measurement of parity violation in the nucleon-nucleon force is funda-

mental to our understanding of a unified theory of basic interactions. This

experiment and the measurement of P and T violation in p +p + elastic scatter-

ing are two experiments that should be done at AGS energies. A more specu-

lative experiment to probe QCD is to measure the J/V decay asymmetry. This

would probe the gluon polarization according to some models. These are just

some examples of the spin physics possibilities with the present and enhanc-

ed AGS.

Beyond the possibilities of a Booster enhanced AGS is the possibility

of the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) which has been proposed by BNL

to the Department of Energy for start of construction in FY 1987 (Figure 4 ) .

The primary goal of this collider is to probe quark-gluon plasma physics by

means of high energy heavy ions collisions. This machine has been designed

to take advantage of the extant CBA tunnel, experimental areas, and equip-

ment. The machine will accelerate protons to 250 GeV and all ions species

up to gold to 100 GeV/amu. With the addition of Siberian Snakes one would

be able to accelerate polarized protons with the AGS as the polarized proton

source. The polarized proton related accelerator design work will be

addressed this summer for the SSC. One could presume that much of this

effort would be directly applicable to RHIC.

The physics possibilities with polarized protons at 500 GeV in the

center-of-mass are very exciting. In the area of W physics one would he

able to greatly improve the W signal to background, because for V-A coupling

the W production cross section from left handed protons is substantially

greater than that from right handed protons, while the background cross

section is not. In addition the leptonlc decay mode of the W would have a

large asymmetry (2/3 for 100% polarized protons) which would make it much

simpler to unravel from the Dalitz decay backgound. Polarized protons may

make it possible to understand the problem of quark and lepton generations.

By observing the single jet polarization asymmetry one could measure the

mass scale of compositeness of the parity violating contact interaction of

quarks. Another area of interest is the measurement of an asymmetry in
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Drell Yan pair production. A very large asymmetry between rates for paral-

lel and antiparallel helicities is possible, resulting in a direct measure-

ment of the polarization of the sea quarks in the proton.

On March 17, 1985 the AGS will celebrate the 25th anniversary of the

first injected proton in the synchrotron. From that first day the AGS has

responded to the physics community needs by developing the capabilities from

a design of 10 protons per second on an internal target to a machine that;

operates at 1.5 x 10 protons pe pulse in three different extraction

modes; accelerates 2 x 10 polarized protons per pulse; is in the process

of providing proton beams with intensities of 5-6 x 10 protons per pulse,

10 polarized protons per pulse and heavy ion species acceleration of mass-

es to uranium at 10-15 GeV/amu by the addition of a Booster; and ultimately

be the injector for a Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider that will accelerate

gold ions to a 40 TeV center-of-mass interaction energy and provide the

possibility of accelerating polarized protons to 250 GeV.
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Fig. 3. AGS Booster Synchrotron Layout.
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